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Abstract. Subfederal authorities’ financial independence is an essential condition for their effective
functioning. Currently, in Russia, the procedure of inter-budgetary regulation is excessively centralized,
and the share of transfers in the structure of regional revenues is high. At the same time, subfederal budgets
are the basic level of the budget system, which concentrates the main part of socially significant expenditures.
In this regard, the development of a comprehensive tool for the empirical analysis of tax revenues and
the effectiveness of inter-budget transfers, undertaken in the study, seems relevant. The purpose of the
research is to develop an economic and statistical apparatus for assessing the results of transferring interbudget transfers from the federal budget to the constituent entities of the Federation. Achieving this goal
required to: consider the features of the structure of budget revenues in the regions; determine the scale of
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the territories’ budget revenues heterogeneity, and give its quantitative assessment; identify the directions
of the federal center’s transfer policy; find out the nature of gratuitous transfers impact on the regional
budgets. The novelty of the presented work is the creation of an economic and statistical apparatus for the
study of the impact of federal budget policy on the region’s public finance. This allowed us to characterize
gratuitous transfers from the federal budget to the regions and determine whether there is a motivation
to increase tax revenues in the Russian Federation’s subjects or not. It is concluded that improving interbudgetary relations should include measures to strengthen the Russian regions’ tax potential, which is
impossible if the stability of securing tax revenues is not ensured. Authorities need measures to prevent
a direct correlation between actual and projected budget revenues and expenditures and the volume of
transfers received from the federal budget to equalize budget security. The results of the research can be
used to study the possibilities of improving budget policy in the direction of equalizing and stimulating the
regions to strengthen their own revenue base.
Key words: transfers, income received, disposable income, heterogeneity, empirical analysis, regional
budget, inter-budgetary relations.

Introduction
All states with a federal form of government
use vertical inter-budget redistributions and
transfers to lower-level budgets. There are two
main reasons for the fact that the accumulated
funds of the central government exceed their
direct expenditures. First, the shift of income in
favor of the central government is supported by
the very principles of revenue and expenditure
powers distribution between the levels of
government, which are considered in the theory
of public finance [1–4]. A multi-level system
of budget services allows taking into account
the characteristics of various types of public
goods. Public services should be provided
by the central government if 1) public goods
of federal importance are more effectively
provided centrally; 2) public services create
positive effects and spread to other territories,
in this case the lower level of government
underestimates their effectiveness and provides
less than socially optimal amounts; 3) the
mobility of important production factors makes
it possible for lower-level governments to export
local problems or import the advantages of
other territories; 4) there is a need to ensure
universal equality in the provision of public
90

services. There are three arguments in favor of
decentralized public service delivery. The first
is related to the population’s heterogeneity
and the difference in preferences regarding
the number and ratio of benefits provided
[5; 6]. The second argument is the proximity
of local governments to the population, as a
result, lower information barriers and a better
understanding of the preferences and needs of
the population of a particular territory [7]. The
third argument is that it is possible to reduce the
costs of political experimentation; individual
territories are considered as laboratories for
adapting new methods or approaches to state
regulation [8].
The distribution of tax instruments of state
regulation between the levels of government is
based on the fact that the tax policy of lowerlevel governments can create external effects
including three main categories: export of
taxes, unhealthy tax competition for a mobile
tax base, and excessive or insufficient taxation
of activities that generate external effects. To
prevent the taxes export, local taxes should be
linked to the territory, i.e. the place of residence
or production activity [9; 10]. Tax competition
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between territories does not develop if the tax
base of the lower level of government is not
mobile [11; 12]. Finally, local taxes should
not be applied to the areas where the costs are
spatially localized, while the benefits extend
beyond the territory, or, on the contrary, the
costs are geographically distributed, and the
benefits are concentrated in a single territory.
Thus, spatial diversity, reduced management
and experimentation costs shift spending
authority to the lower management level. At
the same time, increasing mobility of factors
and development results leads to an expansion
of the sphere of external effects and increased
spatial competition, which contributes to the
reduction of the lower level tax powers and
their increase in case of the central government.
The resulting gap between the expenditure
commitments and revenue sources is financed
through a system of transfers, mandates, and
grants from the central government.
The second main reason for vertical
transfers is the budgetary inequality of the
constituent entities of the Federation and the
need to finance state-guaranteed budget goods
and services. In federations, the problem of
inter-regional differences due to the threat of
separatism is more acute than in unitary states,
the quality and quantity of budget services
to the population cannot differ significantly
by territory. But with comparable spending
commitments, the regions have very different
revenue potentials. These gaps are partially
offset by the central government transfers.
Russia’s heterogeneity in all parameters of
economic and social status is noted in many
studies on the spatial aspects of the country’s
development. The need to reduce inter-regional
differentiation, along with the examples of
subfederal authorities’ failed experiments at
the beginning of market reforms, is the main
argument used to justify the high centralization
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of public finances and large-scale interbudgetary redistributions in the country.
The topic of policy in relation to subfederal
budgets and horizontal transfers is constantly
present in foreign and domestic scientific
discussions. The issue of the validity of the
revenue powers, expenditure obligations and
transfers distribution has no formal solution,
since it is influenced not only by economic, but
also the political priorities [13]. Federal states
differ significantly in the level of centralization
of budget revenues and expenditures, as well as
in the mechanisms and principles of transfer
distribution [14–16]. Young federations,
developing countries and transition economies
demonstrate a relatively high level of budget
revenues centralization and increased use of
vertical transfers.
In the Russian literature, the discussion
of various aspects of the problem of interbudgetary redistributions has been going on
since the beginning of political and economic
reforms in the country. The issues of the theory
of federal relations and their implementation
in Russia has been considered [17–22]. Some
of the proposals made by the authors have
found application in the practice of horizontal
financial relations, the principle of combining
the levelling and stimulating functions of
transfers to regions, the allocation of a target
and non-target component in them is fixed in
the Budget code of the Russian Federation. But
the discussions focused on tax and spending
powers of different levels [23–25], the
distribution of obligations between the levels of
government in the Russian Federation [26–28],
types and sizes of inter-budget redistributions
[29], legal and methodological problems
of transfers allocation [30–34] continue.
The reform of inter-budgetary relations is
considered through the prism of efficiency
[35–38], structural regional policy and
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stimulating economic growth [39–40]. The
impact of financial support mechanisms on
management decisions and institutional reforms
in the regions is analyzed [41]. However,
publications rarely provide detailed empirical
analysis of budget statistics as a justification.
The present paper shows various methods for
analyzing subfederal budget security and the
contribution of transfers, demonstrating the
dependence of the obtained conclusions on
the methods of working with the sample at the
same time.
We offer a detailed empirical analysis of the
subfederal budgets’ security before and after
transfers from the Federal center, while
evaluating the result of horizontal redistributions. The resulting conclusions may
depend on the methods of analysis. The
applied approach was used in the analysis of
the municipal budgets [42]. The research
was based on the reports on the execution
of budgets of the constituent entities of the
Russian Federation, presented on the website of
the Treasury of Russia for the period of 2012–
2018. The specified seven-year period is taken
for analysis, since it is interesting to consider
the dynamics of budget provision in the regions
of the Russian Federation, to trace the changes
related to the crisis and the sanctions imposed
in 2014–2015.

The role of inter-budget transfers in the
regional budget system
The main revenue items of subfederal
budgets are tax revenues, non-tax revenues and
gratuitous receipts, most of which are the
transfers from the Federal budget. The level
of independence of subfederal budgets can
be characterized by the share of tax and nontax revenues in the total budget income of the
constituent entities of the Federation. They
are commonly referred to as earned income.
The distribution of the regions of the Russian
Federation by the share of tax and non-tax
revenues in the total revenues of their budgets
is shown in table 1.
In most regions, the share of income
received is in the range of 60-90%, with a modal
range of 80–90%. As a positive change in the
period under review, we can note, first, a
reduction in the number of regions with a share
of revenue received less than 60% of the total
budget: in 2012, there were 23 regions, in 2018
there were 19. Secondly, the number of Federal
subjects with a level of budget independence
greater than 80% is increasing, from 29 in
2012 to 40 in 2016–2017, with a decrease (to
34) in 2018. Finally, there is a slight reduction
in inter-regional differences, the range of
variation in 2012–2016 was over 80%, and in
2018 the difference between the maximum and
minimum values decreased to 77%.

Table 1. Distribution of the regions by the share of the incomes received
Interval of the incomes
share, %
10–20
20–30
30–40
40–50
50–60
60–70
70–80
80–90
90–100
Source: authors’ calculations.
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2012
2
4
1
6
10
13
18
26
3

2013
2
2
4
5
10
9
19
29
3

Number of the regions in groups
2014
2015
2016
3
2
1
4
2
3
2
5
3
4
2
4
11
10
7
11
14
12
17
14
15
28
26
29
5
10
11
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2017
2
1
6
3
5
16
12
29
11

2018
0
3
8
2
6
16
16
23
11
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Negative phenomena include the absence of
Federal subjects whose budgets do not depend
on gratuitous transfers, and the preservation of
a large number of regions that do not have a
stable revenue budget base of their own. As a
result, any long-term plans for socio-economic
development presented by the regional
governments are not provided with guaranteed
resources in a large part of the country.
In these conditions, the transfers from
the Federal budget are an important resource
for the subfederal finance. The regions’ dependence on gratuitous transfers differs significantly. The distribution of the share of
transfers in the total budget revenues of the
Federal subjects is shown in table 2.
The share of gratuitous transfers from the
Federal budget for most regions is in the range
from 10 to 40%, the modal range for the entire
period under review is 10-20%. It should be
noted that every year there is an increase in the
number of regions with a decreasing share of
transfers in their budgets. If in 2012 the share
of transfers in total budget revenues in thirty
regions of the Federation was less than 20%, in
2017 the number of such regions was 42 already.
But there are territories where budget
revenues from the Federal center play a
significant role. Thus, in 2014, the share of
transfers from the Federal center in 13 regions

was more than 50%, while in the remaining
years of the period under review, there were 11
such regions.
The situation when central government
transfers play a crucial role in the budget of
the Federal subjects cannot be called normal
for a state declaring the principle of budget
federalism. This indicates an overestimated
centralization degree of financial resources
in Russia. They try to justify this situation by
solving important national and geopolitical
problems that require the concentration of
resources. The arguments about the need
to smooth out significant inter-regional
differences in order to preserve the state’s unity
are made. However, even taking into account
the really large internal heterogeneity of the
country, it is difficult to find an explanation
for the fact that all the constituent entities of
the Russian Federation receive support from
the Federal center, while the formation of the
Federal budget is carried out at the expense of
the same regions’ economic activities.
Estimation methods of the results of the
Federal center’s transfer policy in the Russian
Federation
The concentration of financial resources in
the center and large-scale horizontal transfers
are explained by the need to equalize the budget
security and socio-economic development

Table 2. Distribution of the regions by the share of gratuitous transfers from the Federal budget
Interval of the transfers
share, %
0–10
10–20
20–30
30–40
40–50
50–60
60–70
70–80
80–90
Source: authors’ calculations.

2012
5
25
18
15
9
5
2
3
2

2013
6
26
20
8
12
4
2
3
2
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Number of the regions in groups
2014
2015
2016
7
11
14
26
25
29
18
17
14
12
12
13
9
9
4
4
2
4
2
5
4
4
2
2
3
2
1
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2017
13
29
13
13
6
3
5
1
2

2018
11
23
18
15
6
3
6
2
1
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of the constituent entities of the Russian
Federation. In order to assess the degree of
this goal implementation, it is interesting to
compare the characteristics of dispersion and
heterogeneity before and after the receipt of
gratuitous transfers from the Federal budget.
A number of statistical characteristics are
used to identify the scale of heterogeneity,
including the extent of asymmetry, standard
deviation, and coefficient of variation. The
properties of these indicators differ, so to
confirm the stability of conclusions several
indicators are used.
The extent of the asymmetry (W ) evaluates
the inequality in terms of the ratio of the
maximum to the minimum value of the
indicator, i.e.
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
.
(1)
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 =
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
The standard deviation (M ) is one of the
most popular characteristics of the variation. it
is calculated using the formula:

� 2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = �∑𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1(𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 ) ,

(2)

where 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 – value of the indicator of the i-th
region,
𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋� – average value of the indicator for all regions.

The value of the standard deviation depends
on absolute levels of the indicators, and the
switching to other units of measurement or to a
different level of values (for example, as a result
of inflation) affects quantitative estimates of
heterogeneity. The coefficient of variation (V)
is calculated by dividing the standard deviation
by the average value, and the result is multiplied
by 100%. It allows to compare heterogeneity
in samples with different metrics and scales of
indicators:
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =
∙ 100% .
(3)
𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
94

The indicators of variation should decrease
with the increase of homogeneity in the sample.
The indicators of variation provide an
aggregated estimate of the degree of heterogeneity. To answer the question which groups
of regions were recipients of gratuitous
transfers, it is necessary to compare the
distribution of the regions’ budget revenues
before and after receiving transfers from the
Federal budget. If transfers are received by the
majority of Russian regions, then it makes sense
to calculate a similar distribution of centered
values of the received and available budget
revenues. It is advisable to use Lorentz curves to
visualize changes (increase or decrease) in the
interterritorial differentiation by the indicators
under consideration.
A quantitative assessment of the differentiation level by income is given by the Gini
index and the coefficient of funds. The Gini
index measures the area between the line of
absolute equality and the Lorentz curve and
characterizes the distribution of income across
all groups of regions. It shows the direction
of the mechanism for distributing Federal
financial assistance: either the distribution
of budget revenues is somewhat uniform
among the constituent entities of the Russian
Federation, or a small number of regions
receive more transfers from the Federal budget.
The higher the Gini index value, the greater the
differentiation between regions. The coefficient
of funds is used to study the inequality between
polar groups of regions. It is calculated by
the ratio of total revenues received by 10% of
the Federal subjects with the highest budget
revenues to the revenues of 10% of the regions
with the lowest budget revenues.
In order to understand how the current
system of inter-budgetary relations is justified
and effective, the methods of correlation and
regression analysis are also used. It is obvious
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that a normal system of inter-budgetary
regulation should not allow abrupt changes
in the territories’ comparative positions,
and such a policy cannot arouse support
in society. The Spearman or Kendall rank
correlation coefficients are calculated to test
the reasonableness of the size and flow of interbudget redistributions. The regions are ranked
first by the level of income received, then by
the level of disposable budget income, and then
the correlation of the obtained series of ranks is
estimated. If the ordered positions of the regions
remain unchanged, the correlation coefficient
between the ranks in terms of income received
and the ranks in terms of disposable income
should be equal to 1.
To calculate Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, each value of the two studied data
series is assigned a rank, then the rank
differences d are determined. The Spearman
coefficient is calculated as follows:
6 ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2
,
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = 1 −
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛2 − 1)

(4)

where6 ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2 is the value of the sum of squares of
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = 1 −
rank differences,
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛2 − 1)
n is number of paired observations.

The Kendall rank correlation coefficient is
recommended when there are outlying
observations. The values of the first indicator
(X) are sorted in ascending order, then each
value is assigned a certain rank. Then the
values of the second indicator (Y) are ordered
and numbered in the same way. As a result, the
correlation coefficient is calculated as follows:
2𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 =
,
(5)
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 1)

The role of the goals of smoothing
interregional differentiation by budget security
in transfer policy can be estimated by means of
regression analysis. To verify this statement, it
is interesting to assess the dependence of the
average per capita gratuitous transfers sent to
the regional budgets from the Federal budget
on the tax and non-tax revenues of the budgets
of the subjects of the Federation per capita.
If the policy of Federal transfers distribution
is aimed at equalizing the regional budget
revenues per capita, then there must be a
statistically significant negative relationship. If
the transfers do not depend on the current value
of the regional budget revenues per capita, the
relationship will be statistically insignificant.
If the relatively well-off regions receive the
transfers, the link should be positive. In this
aspect, it is proposed to evaluate the following
equation:

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

(6)

where T i is the transfers from the Federal
budget to the ith subject of the Federation per capita,
adjusted for the coefficient of regional price
increases1;
Ri is the amount of tax and non-tax income per
capita of the ith subject of the Federation, adjusted
for the coefficient of regional price increases.

The issue of the disincentive effect of largescale interregional redistributions has been
repeatedly raised in the literature. It was
suggested that significant Federal intervention
creates dependency attitudes in recipient
regions, while donor regions are less motivated
to develop the territory’s tax base. The presence
and direction of incentives for the development
of the region’s economic potential can be
where S = P – Q, P is the total number of
estimated by the marginal effect of increasing

observations that are behind the current observations
with a higher rank value Y;
Q is the total number of observations that are
behind the current observations with a lower Y rank.
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The average regional wages coefficient in the regions
of the Far North and equivalent localities established by
the Government of the Russian Federation was used as a
coefficient of regional price increases.
1
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the revenues of the subject of the Federation.
Moreover, it makes sense to be limited to
considering only tax revenues to the regional
budgets, since they reflect economic activity
in a greater degree. Thus, it is interesting to
assess the dependence of changes in disposable
income including transfers on changes in tax
revenues to the regional budget:

(𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1) = 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 + 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 (𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −1) + 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , (7)

where Yit is the disposable income of the ith
Federal subject in year t;
Xit is tax income of the ith Federal subject in year
t2.

Assessment of changes characterizes the
work of the institutional mechanism and the
incentives being formed. If changes in budget
revenues are mainly determined by transfers,
tax revenues are not a significant factor in the
regional policy, and the incentives to develop
economic activity in the territory are not
formed. Thus, in the absence of the above
incentives, the angular coefficient – in the
regression equation should be insignificant.
The statistical significance and positivity of this
coefficient will indicate that the regions of the
Russian Federation do not lose incentives to
develop the economic potential of the territory
and, as a result, to increase the tax revenues
accumulated on the territory of the region.

The regression equation estimated
marginal effect of not all taxes payable to the
budgets of constituent entities of the
Federation, only the basic ones such as tax
on profit of organizations, tax on individual
income and property taxes were taken into
account. On average, these tax revenues
provide about 80% of total revenues to the
regional budgets from all types of taxes.
Efficiency of inter-budget transfers is a
complex concept. This includes, first, the focus
of transfers on equalizing the budget security of
the Russian Federation’s subjects. Second,
the transfer policy should not deprive the
regions of the incentives to increase their
own tax potential. And, third, the system
of inter-budgetary regulation should not
allow abrupt changes in the comparative
positions of territories before and after
transfers.
Assessment of achievement the goals for
reducing interregional differences
To study the success of inter-budget
redistributions from the point of view of
equalizing the regions’ budget security, we
compared the indicators of variation for the
received and disposable incomes of the subjects
of the Russian Federation per capita, i.e. for
the regions’ budget revenues before and after
receiving transfers (Table 3).

Table 3. Indicators of heterogeneity in the level of budget income per capita
Indicator
Asymmetry scope
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation, %

Asymmetry scope
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation, %
Source: authors’ calculations.

2012
45.3
46.5
104.6

2013
44.3
48.7
105.4

2012
13.3
59.1
93.2

2013
13.1
62.6
95.4

Received income
2015
56.4
73.5
131.3
Disposable income
2014
2015
14.8
18.7
75.2
75.6
104.5
116.6
2014
48.1
57.1
113.8

2016
40.0
62.3
108.3

2017
47.5
66.1
108.6

2018
47.9
76.5
110.0

2016
20.5
87.0
110.9

2017
18.1
89.1
106.6

2018
18.8
106.8
109.1

2
The transition to the logarithms of variables and to the interpretation of coefficients in terms of elasticity was impossible
due to the fact that there are negative values of variables.
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From the above data, it can be seen that the
asymmetry scope between the subjects of the
Russian Federation after the transfer of funds
from the Federal budget is reduced 2–3.4 times.
The most significant reduction in the scope
of asymmetry was observed in 2012–2014.
Consequently, thanks to the transfers, the gaps
between the poorest and wealthiest regions are
significantly reduced.
The standard deviation of the regions’
budget provision by the disposable income
exceeds the same indicator for the received
income. However, this is largely due to the
growth of absolute budget revenues due to
the transfers. The most significant increase
in the standard deviation occurred in 2016
and 2018 (by 40%). The standard deviation
increased the least in 2015 (by only 3%). The
standard deviation increases as the values of all
the sample elements increase.
The coefficient of variation partly solves the
problem of the influence of different levels of
values in the sample; it is calculated as the ratio
of the standard deviation to the average value.
This allows to exclude the impact of different

absolute levels of budget revenue before and after
transfers. Calculations show that in 2012–2015,
2017 and 2018 the heterogeneity of revenues of
subfederal budgets in the Russian Federation
after transfers from the Federal budget has
decreased, as evidenced by the lower value of
the coefficient of variation for the indicator of
total (disposable) income compared to the value
of this coefficient for the received (tax and nontax) income. However, in 2016, the coefficient
of variation in budget security increased after
transfers to the regions, as a consequence, they
didn’t manage to achieve even relative alignment
that year. We should also note a very slight
decrease in the coefficient of variation in the last
two years of the period under review.
To identify the groups of regions that were
the main recipients of gratuitous transfers, it
seems appropriate to compare the territories’
budget revenues before and after receiving
transfers from the Federal budget. The distribution of the subjects of the Russian Federation
by the amount of tax and non-tax (received)
income, as well as by the amount of total
(disposable) income is shown in table 4.

Table 4. Distribution of the regions by the amount of the received and disposable income
Per capita income,
thousand rubles

2012

2013

RI
DI
RI
0–10
3
0
3
10–20
9
0
7
20–30
29
2
23
30–40
18
32
22
40–50
8
19
12
50–60
4
11
3
60–70
3
7
3
70–80
0
2
1
80–90
1
0
2
90–100
1
0
1
100–150
4
4
2
150–200
0
3
1
More than 200
3
3
3
RI – received income; DI – disposable income.
Source: authors’ calculations.

DI
0
0
1
27
28
6
4
4
2
2
2
4
3
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Number of the regions included in the group
2014
2015
2016
RI
DI
RI
DI
RI
DI
3
0
3
0
1
0
6
0
7
0
7
0
24
0
18
0
15
0
22
22
24
16
21
10
12
27
13
28
18
27
3
11
4
17
5
19
4
9
3
7
3
8
2
4
2
5
3
7
0
1
2
2
2
2
0
1
1
0
2
3
5
2
3
2
3
1
0
4
1
3
1
1
4
4
4
5
4
7
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2017
RI
1
4
14
19
20
9
3
2
1
3
3
2
4

2018
DI
0
0
0
4
26
20
10
6
5
3
3
1
7
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RI
0
5
9
16
16
13
7
3
3
1
4
4
4

DI
0
0
0
1
10
28
12
6
8
6
4
3
7
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The table shows that gratuitous receipts
from the Federal budget significantly increase
the budget security of low-income subjects of
the Russian Federation. Thus, after transfers
in 2012 and 2013, the number of the regions
with per capita budget revenues less than 30
thousand rubles decreased significantly, and in
2014–2018 there were none of them. Before
the receipt of funds from the Federal budget
to the subjects of the Federation, the modal
interval for per capita income was from 20 to
30 thousand rubles in 2012–2014, from 30 to
40 thousand rubles in 2015–2016, and from
40 to 50 thousand rubles in 2017 and 2018.
After transfers from the Federal budget to
the regions, the modal interval for 2012 was
from 30 to 40 thousand rubles, in 2013–2017
from 40 to 50 thousand rubles, in 2018 from
50 to 60 thousand rubles. In 2017, the modal
interval did not change after the receipt of
gratuitous transfers to the regional budgets,

but the number of regions where the disposable
income per capita exceeded 50 thousand rubles
significantly increased.
In general, during the period under review,
for most regions, per capita income was in the
range of 20–50 thousand rubles before the
gratuitous transfers, and in the range of 30–70
thousand rubles after receiving the transfers to
the regional budgets. Thus, we can talk about a
significant increase in the absolute and relative
amount of funds in the regional revenues
received as a result of budget regulation.
In order to exclude the impact of an increase
in the average value of the regional budgets’
revenues after transfers from the Federal
budget, it is useful to assess the distribution of
tax and non-tax (received) revenues and total
(disposable) revenues of the budgets of the
subjects of the Russian Federation, normalized
relative to their average level (RIN and DIN)
(Table 5).

Table 5. Distribution of the regions by the value of indicators of the received
and disposable income normalized relative to the average value

Less than -30
7
10
7
9
9
29
21
31
18
33
22
37
30
-30 – -20
17
28
18
37
24
25
22
28
22
21
18
18
16
-20 – -10
24
21
27
16
22
6
20
6
20
9
18
7
13
-10 – 0
17
6
13
3
12
9
6
6
7
7
9
7
7
0–10
5
6
4
4
3
4
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
10–20
2
2
4
3
4
1
2
2
4
3
2
3
3
20–30
2
0
1
2
2
1
3
1
2
0
2
2
1
30–40
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
3
40–50
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
50–60
1
0
1
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
60–70
4
3
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
70–80
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
2
1
0
1
80–90
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
90–100
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
100–150
0
2
1
3
0
3
1
3
1
2
1
1
4
150–200
2
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1
1
3
0
More than 200
1
2
2
2
2
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
RIN – received income normalized relative to the average value; DIN - disposable income normalized relative to the average value.
Source: authors ‘ calculations.
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DIN

RIN

2018
DIN

2017
RIN

DIN

RIN

DIN

RIN

DIN

DIN

RIN

RIN

Number of the regions included in the group
2014
2015
2016

2013
DIN

RIN

Per capita income,
thousand rubles

2012

49
8
5
9
0
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
3
4
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Lorentz curves for interregional distribution of budget revenues per
capita before (-) and after gratuitous transfers (+).

2012
2012
2012

2013
2013
2013

2014
2014
2014

2015
2015
2015

2016
2016

2017
2017

100
100
90
90
80
80
70
70
60
60
50
50
40
40
30
30
20
20
10
0

0

Source: authors’ calculations.
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40

60
60

80
80

100
100

2018
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Taking into account the fact that transfers
from the Federal budget are sent to almost all
constituent entities of the Federation, which
leads to an increase in the regions’ budget
security, the results of transfers from the center
seem less appropriate. As follows from the data
in the table, both the number of regions with
incomes significantly higher than the average
value and the number of regions with the lowest
budget incomes increases during the entire
period under review. Special attention should
be paid to the distribution of the disposable
income values normalized relative to the
average level, i.e., the income of the subjects of
the Federation after the transfer of funds from
the Federal budget. The group of the regions
with a normalized disposable income from 20 to
70 thousand rubles per capita was the smallest,
compared to the high-income and low-income
groups.
Changes in the distribution of budget
revenues as a result of horizontal transfers can
be shown using Lorentz curves, comparing the
graphs of the received and disposable budget
revenues (Figure). The pre-transfer budget
revenue distribution curve is further from the
absolute equality line than the post-transfer
revenue distribution curve. Consequently,

interregional differentiation was decreasing
throughout the years of the period under review
as a result of gratuitous transfers. However, if we
take into account the scale of inter-budgetary
redistributions in the country, the achieved
differentiation decrease can be estimated as
very modest.
To quantify the level of differentiation by the
regional budget revenues, the Gini index and
the coefficient of funds were calculated. The
values of these indicators are calculated for tax
and non-tax (received) and total (disposable)
revenues of the budgets of the constituent
entities of the Russian Federation (Table 6).
Both coefficients decrease after the
distribution of transfers indicating the interregional differences’ reducing. However, the
equalizing effect decreased over the period
on the whole, and the difference between
the coefficient values for the received and
disposable income decreased significantly.
The emphasis on smoothing differentiation
was strengthened in 2015, then there was its
significant reduction.
Evaluating the objectivity and effectiveness
of transfer policy
The results of calculating the Spearman
and Kendall rank correlation coefficients

Table 6. The coefficient of funds and Gini index for budget revenues
of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation

100

Received
income

Disposable
income

Difference

2012
14.37
2013
13.73
2014
14.38
2015
16.12
2016
12.90
2017
12.74
2018
13.31
Source: authors ‘ calculations.

Difference

Year

Gini index

Disposable
income

Received
income

Coefficient of funds

6.99
7.11
7.55
8.31
7.68
7.56
7.90

7.38
6.62
6.83
7.81
5.22
5.18
5.41

40.85
40.23
42.70
45.98
41.75
41.34
42.31

34.31
34.74
36.88
38.53
36.81
36.64
37.78

6.54
5.49
5.82
7.45
4.94
4.70
4.53
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Table 7. Spearman and Kendall rank correlation coefficients for the series of
received and disposable per capita incomes of the regional budgets
Indicator
Spearman rank correlation coefficient
Kendall rank correlation coefficient
Source: authors ‘ calculations.

2012
0.74
0.61

2013
0.77
0.64

for tax and non-tax (received) and total
(disposable) revenues of regional budgets
per capita are presented in table 7. After the
regions receive gratuitous transfers, their
relative positions (ranks) often change. The
correlation coefficients of ranks are rather far
from unity, although the positive correlation
of ranks was dominant, the regions possessing
higher disposable incomes had higher levels of
budget revenues received.
To answer the question, if the funds
transferred from the Federal budget to the
constituent entities of the Russian Federation
serve the purposes of balancing their budget
sufficiency, ley us estimate the dependence of
per capita gratuitous transfers allocated to the
regional budgets from the Federal one, from tax
and non-tax revenues of the regional budgets
per capita.
It should be noted that taking into account
the impact of regional rise in price is very
important, as it radically changes the regression
estimates and conclusions. Without adjusting
for higher costs for the individual territories’
sustainment, the angular coefficient (β) turns
out to be positive and statistically significant

2014
0.71
0.62

2015
0.75
0.63

2016
0.77
0.66

2017
0.79
0.67

2018
0.79
0.67

for all years, which leads to the conclusion
that more affluent regions receive the funds.
The positive correlation of unadjusted values
is explained by the fact that the Northern and
Eastern regions have higher absolute levels of
budget security and are the recipients of large
volumes of transfers. This fact largely reflects
the high cost of providing budget services and
the high unit costs of creating and maintaining
social infrastructure in the North and East of
the country. The regression estimates results for
the adjusted data are shown in table 8.
Estimates of the equation indicate that there
is a statistically significant negative relationship
between the transfers and the revenues received
by the regional budgets. Gratuitous transfers
depend on budget security, and there is a
tendency to send them to the regions of the
Federation with the lowest per capita income
received. What stands out however is the low
coefficient of determination, the highest value
of which reaches 0.19. This suggests that the
factors that are not related to the smoothing
of the interregional differences in the budget
services and functions play a more significant
role in the transfer policy.

Table 8. Estimation of the gratuitous transfers’ dependence on the revenues
received by the constituent entities of the Federation
Coefficient

2012
2013
3.596
3.822
(0.419)
(0.472)
B
-0.349
-0.424
(0.123)
(0.136)
R2
0.09
0.11
Source: authors’ calculations.
Standard coefficient errors are shown in parentheses.
A
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2014
3.870
(0.444)
-0.417
(0.126)
0.12

2015
4.049
(0.399)
-0.468
(0.112)
0.17
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2016
4.076
(0.494)
-0.470
(0.135)
0.13

2017
4.576
(0.496)
-0.579
(0.133)
0.19

2018
4.284
(0.476)
-0.420
(0.124)
0.12
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Table 9. Estimation of the disposable income changes dependence
on the changes in tax revenues of the constituent entities of the Federation
Coefficient

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Г

-1543
(799)

-2541
(550)

-3317
(610)

-184
(542)

1522
(595)

3605
(653)

Λ

1,043
(0,159)

1,102
(0,063)

1,218
(0,089)

1,016
(0,051)

0,959
(0,062)

1,028
(0,059)

R2

0,35

0,79

0,70

0,83

0,75

0,79

Source: own calculations.
Standard errors of coefficients are given in brackets.

Let us consider the marginal effect of
increasing tax revenues received by the budgets
of the Russian Federation’s constituent entities
in order to identify the regions’ incentives to
increase tax revenues accumulated in the
respective territories. Since budget revenues
have monetary measures, it is necessary to
exclude the impact of price changes, otherwise
the regression results will reflect the correlation
of trends and price indices, rather than the
variables being studied. Regional consumer
price indices were used to make the data
comparable. The obtained estimates32 (Table 9)
confirm the hypothesis that incentives for the
development of the region’s tax base remain,
despite large-scale interregional redistributions.
The dependence of changes in the total
budget revenues on the region’s tax revenues
appeared to be positive and statistically
significant at a 99% confidence level for all the
considered periods. Moreover, the coefficient
of regression determination is quite high, and
the tax potential of the regions of the Russian
Federation plays a decisive role in shaping the
territory’s public finances.
3
Analysis of the observation cloud revealed a number of outliers, they were related to Moscow for the
entire period of observations, to the Tyumen Oblast in
2013 and 2018, to the Sakhalin Oblast and the Republic
of Crimea in 2015, to the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous
Okrug in 2018. These observations were excluded from
the sample.
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Conclusion
The existing system of public administration
in the Russian Federation is characterized by
unequal relations between the center and the
regions, and there is a strict dominance of the
power vertical. One of the elements of high
centralization is the concentration of financial
resources and intense transfer activity.
The paper proposes an approach that uses
statistical and econometric tools to study the
impact of the Federal budget policy on public
finance at the subfederal level. Based on it, the
authors characterize the direction of gratuitous
transfers and test the preservation of motivation
in the regions of the Russian Federation to
increase revenue collection in the territories.
The conducted empirical analysis of the
results of the budget subfederal policy has shown
that large-scale vertical redistributions lead to a
certain reduction in the budget security
differentiation, but the resulting effect does
not correspond to the amount of the involved
resources. Dynamics estimates confirm that
the subfederal budget policy has not solved the
problem of significant interregional inequality in
Russia, the differences remain quite considerable
and there is no tendency to reduce them.
Financial resources are returned to the regions
through the transfers with a contribution from
negotiations with the Federal center.
The structure of regional budget revenue
sources varies greatly; there is a large number
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of Federal subjects whose revenue base is
unstable and depends on the transfers from
the Federal center. This makes it difficult
for the regional authorities to develop longterm development programs, since the
budget resources for their implementation
are undefined. As a result, the distribution of
transfers serves not so much to equalize the
regions’ budget security, but to a large extent
is used to return the financial resources to
constituent entities of the Federation, which
is influenced by negotiations with the Federal
authorities and the priorities of the Central
government.
Despite the active inter-budget redistributions, the Federal subjects still have incentives

to expand the tax base of their territories.
However, the acceleration of economic
growth and development on a new
technological basis require creating
conditions for the active generation of
innovations and their rapid spread. Excessive
centralization of public administration,
narrow powers of regional authorities and,
as a result, the lack of a basis for competition
in institutional design between the subfederal
governments hinder the development of
the initiative. The regional finances’ large
dependence on the Federal center limits the
horizons of the territory’s long-term plans,
calling into question their resource endowment
and feasibility.
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